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Stick to a schedule 
 
In order to stay relevant and at the top of your potential couple’s minds , be sure that you’re posting on 
Instagram on a consistent basis! If you post sporadically and don’t have a set schedule, you’re missing an 
opportunity to get in front of those couples! Also, don’t skip posting on Instagram stories. Potential clients 
may miss your Instagram post but watch your entire story! Try using a content calendar to keep your 
organized. For scheduling apps, check out Planoly.com, Later.com or Grum.co. 

Research Hashtags 
 
Using hashtags in your Instagram posts is a crucial part of an Instagram strategy. Using hashtags like 
#chicagowedding or #arizonaweddingvenue are ways that potential couples will find YOU. Your goal is to 
use unique hashtags! Hashtags are Instagram keywords, so you need to find out which ones your audience 
will click on. You want to make sure that you have a healthy mix of local hashtags like #chicagowedding 
#chicagobride – with a healthy mix of wedding industry publications such as #theknot #everywedding 
#soloverly. Use 30 hashtags on every photo, every time!  

Interact With Your Audience 
 
Instagram is not a one-way street. You must spread the Instagram love and comment and interact with other 
people’s feeds. Leave genuine comments on other wedding professional’s feeds, ask open ended questions, 
congratulate others on their successes or motivate them when they’re feeling down. Most importantly, in your 
captions, you want to focus on benefiting your audience! Be interesting and make your audience feel 
connected to you & your feed. Couples who are looking for the perfect wedding professional for your 
category will feel more connected and ‘vibe’ with you more if you’re interested in what they have to say and 
what their opinion is.  

Share Your Best Work 
 
Think of your Instagram account as your portfolio. To the world, your Instagram is a quick snapshot of your 
brand, your clients and what your company stands for. Take a look at your feed. Does it ‘flow’ nicely? Are 
there a few photos that you can delete? Are they all professional photos or a mix of professional photos with 
horrible smart phone pics? Clean up your Instagram and remember always share your absolute best work. 
You only have one chance to make that first impression on Instagram – don’t ruin it!  

Inspire Your Audience 
 
People feel happy when they are inspired. When someone feels inspired, they are more likely to want to 
interact with you & your content more. Show photos that will pull at those emotional heart strings. When 
you’re making that emotional connection straight from your Instagram account – you’re winning.  
 
 


